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Board Directors
Dale Hildebrand
Kelly Warrack
Dwayne Grant
Darrol Lucas
Lyle Rosenau
Dave Connelly
Jon Hodal
Warren Lyckman


Board Executive
President			Dale Hildebrand			244-1542	
Vice President			Lyle Rosenau				317-7244	
Secretary			Dwayne Grant				286-3922	
Treasurer			Kelly Warrack				720-3990			
Property Manager      		Warren Lyckman		            329-3777
Past President			Jim MacKinnon		


The Little Bow Reporter is a publication for the Owners Condominium Plan Number 9311680, located at Little Bow Resort. 

The intent of this publication is to inform the condominium owners of issues and concerns that relate to our community development as well as the county.   

The publication will be circulated by e-mail in the spring and fall.  Submissions are welcome and should be submitted to the editor before Mar. 15th and September 15th.  At this time, advertising is not available. 

Articles should be emailed to the following address:
dcgrant@istar.ca





The Little Bow Reporter December, 2005
Volume 5, Number 2

President’s Message 


Seasons Greetings!  In the spring 2005 Reporter I provided an overview on some of the initiatives the Board is focused on.  The following is an update:

Boat launch – As noted below, we proceeded with construction of the 2nd boat launch only to have the reservoir water level come back up.  Unfortunately, the 2nd launch will have limited use for larger boats during periods of lower reservoir levels until we can add the remaining concrete blocks.  Special thanks to Jon Hodal, Jim MacKinnon, Lyle Rosenau and Murrray Salsauler for their help.

By-Laws – The Board has retained Ms. Heather Bonnycastle, a lawyer who specializes in condominiums, to re-write our By-Laws to bring them up to current standards.  The revised By-Laws will be mailed out for your review and approval next spring.

Boat Sheds – The new By-Laws will contains provisions to have the current arrangements in place between the developer and the Boat Shed Owners retained once the Boat Sheds are transferred from the developer to the Condominium Corporation.  The developer is investigating options and locations to build additional boat sheds to meet the requests from Owners.

Water Use – The Board has investigated the high water use and have made some adjustments to optimize the water treatment system.  However, we are of the view that there are no system leaks and the high water use is primarily a result of excessive use by Owners.  The Board intends to implement the requirement for the installation of residential water meters.  Please see the article below for more information.

County Liaison – We continue to work with the County to ensure that road grading is completed on a timely basis and to obtain representation on the Lomond Recreation Board.  The overall level of value received from the County in relation to the tax dollars from the Resort will continue to be a point of discussion as we look for ways for the County to provide additional services to the Resort.

Resort Infrastructure –The Condominium Corporation purchased a new front mount mower to keep up with the additional acreage that needs to be maintained.  We are also investigating the potential for additional underground sprinklers to replace the irrigation pipe that uses more water and is labour intensive to operate.   There are now two wireless internet suppliers (IP Plus and Wild Rose) that are offering high-speed internet service.  Those of us who have subscribed are happy with the service.



The Board continues to receive a large number of complaints against Owners and guests who fails to comply with By-Laws.  While the Board believes that all By-Laws need to upheld, some latitude has been exercised in the past.  As the Resort continues to grow and the number of By-Law infractions increase, the Board may need to take a much harder line on enforcing the By-Laws.  Please see the article below for more information.

When I was elected to the Board two years ago, I promised to improve our relationship with the County.  As I feel there is more progress to achieve, I hope to be re-elected and serve on the Board for an additional two years.  As I will not be at the Annual General Meeting, please feel free to contact me should you have any questions or concerns (403-244-1542).

Kind regards,

Dale Hildebrand, Unit 77
President, Condominium Corporation





Editor’s Message

It is hard to believe that another year has surpassed us.

That being said it has been a relatively productive year for the Board with the issues that have been addressed and were generally outlined in both the Presidents and Property Managers reports.

With each upcoming year come new hopes, dreams and challenges associated with the continuing growth of the resort.
There are a considerable amount of areas of concern still being addressed and the development of new ways to make improvements in the operation and development of the community in an efficient and cost effective manner. 

The owners of Little Bow have entrusted the Board members to address the issues and concerns of the development.  In doing so the Board continues to maintain a dedicated Liaison with the County of Vulcan on issues of service and obtaining value / evidence of our tax dollars at work and a dedicated liaison team with the Caretaker to maintain a quality well maintained and operated resort. Committees on improvements related to the Boat Launch development, the upgrading of the Condominium By-Laws, and the Boat Shed Development have continued to work hard in implementing these improvements.

This year the AGM will be an important meeting addressing subject matters of By-Law reforms, water management, etc to be reviewed combined with an overview of all of the unfinished challenges that the Board has as works-in-progress over the upcoming year.

Attendance at the AGM is the main forum for the owners to speak out and have a positive influence on the operating and management of Little Bow Resort.  I trust that owners will take this opportunity to attend the meeting and contribute to the process.


All the best of the season and best wished for the New Year.
Dwayne (Unit 156)	
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If a jogger runs at the speed of sound, can he still hear his Walkman?

A penny saved is a government oversight!!

Why is it that if someone tells you that there are 1 billion stars in the universe you will believe them, but if they tell you a wall has wet paint you will have to touch it to be sure?

	

MANAGER’S REPORT


As another year has almost passed, Little Bow Resort, continues to move forward towards becoming a fully developed condominium community.  There are now 230 units sold by the Developer leaving only 22 unsold units.  Some of the highlights from the past year include:

Purchase of a front deck John Deere Lawn mower at a cost of $ 16,500.  The front deck mower is the primary grass cutting equipment freeing up the tractor for other tasks. 
 
Regular meetings with the developer, management and the Board President.  Issues of concern were discussed as well as transition issues as the Developer’s involvement with the project will likely end within a few years.

Construction of a twin boat launch was commenced.  The launch has not been fully completed due to the high water levels.  The project will be completed at the earliest opportunity once water levels drop and within a time frame acceptable to Alberta Environment and Federal Fisheries.  The $ 20,000, set aside for additional boat facilities, was transferred from the Developer to the Condominium Corporation.

Ray and Verna did a great job this past summer keeping the common areas and parks in top notch shape.

Little Bow Resort Inc. has delegated the Plan Approval Committee duties to Braemore Management Ltd. as of November 2005.

We continue to experience problems with improper use of ATV’s and other motorized vehicles, speeding, excessive water consumption, misuse of the construction garbage facilities and contractor damage to common property.  Please be aware of and in compliance with the By-laws.   The Board is reviewing options for crackdowns in many of these areas.  Be considerate of your neighbors and in your use of the common property.

We hope everyone has an enjoyable winter.  We wish you and your families a very merry Christmas and happy New Year.

Warren Lyckman
Braemore Management Ltd.
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The complaints received by the Board and the manager each year tend to be related to non-compliance with a few of the By-Laws.  The most common complaints relate to:
Off-Road Vehicles:  By-Law 37.3 (z) states that snowmobiles, motorcycles and off-highway or all terrain vehicles (ATVs, golf carts, dune buggies, etc.) are not allowed in the Resort.  Notwithstanding the fact that operating these off-road vehicles on public roads (yes, all roads within the Resort are public roads) is illegal (you could be fined by the RCMP), these vehicles are not allowed at the Resort.
The Board has not condoned the use of these vehicles at the Resort.  Owners and guests who operate these vehicles do so at their own risk.
If Owners and their guests continue to operate these vehicles in ways that are disruptive to other Owners (high speed, underage drivers, damaging common property, etc.) then a crack-down may be forthcoming.  It is respectfully suggested that each Owner take responsibility for the operation of these vehicles by themselves, their families and their guests.
Speeding:  By-Law 37.2 (v) states that automobiles and other vehicles can not be operated at speed in excess of 25 km/h within the Resort, except as otherwise posted (speed is 40 km/h on the road into the Resort).
Many speeding complaints are for vehicles operated by contractors and guests.  Owners are responsible to ensure that their contractors and guests also adhere to the By-Laws.  The Board has asked the RCMP to help enforce the speed limits within the Resort.
Dogs off leach:  By-Law 37.2 (f) states that animals are not allowed, except for one dog or one cat, which must be leashed and accompanied when ever outside the cottage.  The Board has designated off-leach areas to the east of the housing development to allow Owners to exercise their pets.
While you may love your pet, others may not.  Please be courteous, keep your pets leashed, and clean up after them.
Sheds and decks:  By-Law 37.2 (g) states that any structure (including storage sheds), fences and decks must be approved by the Board and comply with the development controls (as outlined in By-Law 37.5).
If you want to add any structure, please seek Board approval before you start (contact any Board member or Warren).  The Board has been very strict with the development controls and has forced Owners to remove structures that do not comply with the By-Laws.
The Board has also implemented a requirement to approve landscaping plans to ensure landscaping complies with the development controls.  Please sketch out your landscaping plan and review with the Board before you start your landscaping project.
Recreation Vehicles:  By-Law 37.2 (a) allows Owners to park one recreation vehicle on their lot for four years from the date the lot was originally sold by the developer.  After the four-year period, all recreation vehicles must be parked in a boat shed, in the storage compound or at the campground.
While we all are likely to have occasions where we would like to allow a guest to park their RV next to or on our lots, it is not allowed.
Garbage:  By-Law 37.2 (o) states that household refuse and garbage is to be disposed of in a manner prescribe by the Board.  The following rules apply:
	All combustible construction waste is to be disposed of in the construction pit at the east edge of the Resort.  Household waste, appliances, etc. are not allowed at the Resort.

Household waste and non-combustible construction materials (including empty paint cans, caulking tubes, etc.) are to be placed in the green bins beside the storage yard.  All materials must be placed in bags or boxes to prevent spillage from the green bins.  Cardboard boxes are to be “crushed down”.
Any other large items, including appliance, furniture, etc. are to be transported to one of the Vulcan County Waste Transfer Stations:
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One the biggest concerns the Board has is with the dumping of non-combustible construction waste and household garbage in the construction pit.  Continued abuses may lead to Alberta Environment revoking our permit for this site.  Owners are asked ensure their contractors and guests abide by the rules set out above.
Storage Yard:  By-Law 37.2 (p) states that motor vehicles, boats and other items can not be stored on Common Property, expect in designated areas.  The Board has set aside the storage compound for the storage of items that cannot be (or are not allowed, in the case of RVs) to be stored on our lots.
Over the past year or so, the Board has endeavored to clean-up the storage yard of unsightly items like old car bodies, construction materials, etc.  The storage yard is not intended to be used for long-term storage of items that may someday become antiques.  Please help us by removing items that you are no longer using.
Please note that the Board is considering the implementation of further restrictions on the number and types of items that can be stored in the storage yard if Owners do not respond and remove their “junk”.
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Talks have been on going with Telus with regards to improving the coverage situation at the resort.  However due to the lengthy strike action at Telus, things are progressing relatively slow. 

At present, you can however use a “Voice Over Internet Protocol” (V.O.I.P) to make and receive phone calls if you do not want to purchase a land line.
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Proposals were looked at with service providers, with the possibility of an integration of Email and light Internet usage at the lake that would be at a reasonable cost.

Currently, the most viable and reliable service on site is the one provided by Wildrose. Several people in the resort are on this service and have provided positive feedback.

The Intent is to create a “metronet” where users can surf internet, send/receive emails, as well as send /receive phone calls for about $10.00/month.  Currently this option would be $35 – 55/ month but can be cancelled during the months not being used.
  

More information and viable user information will follow as it becomes available. If you would like a reference on Wild Rose, please contact Jon Hodal (Unit 172), jon.hodal@huskyenergy.ca, or Dave Connelly at dave.connelly@platinumcreations.ca





County of Vulcan Adult Learning Representative:

The Vulcan County Adult Learning Council has requested Little Bow to provide a member of our community to become a member of their council. This would help to improve the partnerships and communication between the Adult Learning Council and the other community organizations.

The Council’s mission Statement is – “Vulcan County Adult Learning Council with partner facilitates and encourages accessible lifelong learning opportunities.”
Through its membership the council assesses the communities’ learning needs and is a valuable communication link between communities and various agencies.

The Council has 2 general meetings, and 2 Agency / Community representative planning meetings per year for all members. A Board comprised from the membership manages with the business operations holding 5 – 6 meetings per year. Board members are already in place for 2005. 

If you are a resident of the Resort and would be interested in representing Little Bow Resort in this community endeavor, please contact Warren Lyckman or Dale Hildebrand for additional information.
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 Please feel free to express your “Road Rage” with the following individuals!

Gary Buchanan
Vulcan County Administrator
Box 180
Vulcan, Alberta T0L 2B0
Phone: 403-485-2241
Fax: 403-485-2241
Email: countyadmin@vulcancounty.ab.ca

Barry McFarland, M.L.A.
Little Bow Constituency Offices
111 Carman Street
Carmangay, Alberta T0L 0N0
Phone: 403-643-2077
Fax: 1-403-643-2024
Email : little_bow@assembly.ab.ca
Toll Free Number: 1-800-563-0917

The Honorable Dr. Lyle Oberg, MLA
Minister Transport
320 Legislature Building, 10800 – 97 Avenue,
Edmonton, Alberta, T5K 2B6
Phone: 1-780-427-2080
Fax: 1-780-422-2722
Email: strathmore.brooks@assembly.ab.ca

The Honorable Ralph Klein, Premier
Legislative Office
#307 Legislature Building 10800 – 97 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5K 2B7
Phone: 1-780-427-2251
Fax: 1-780-427-1349
Email: premier@gov.ab.ca

The Honorable Ralph Klein, MLA Premier
Constituency Office
#128, 6707 – Elbow Drive S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2V 0E5
Phone: 1-403-252-0346
Fax: 1-403-252-0520
Email : calgary.elbow@assembly.ab.ca
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The bulletin board, located at the access road way to the Caretakers house and Campground, is a good method for people to post notices and communicate with other members of the community.

The bulletin board is to facilitate community members having a central location to communicate with each other in the form of posting Notices, messages, lost and found, Wanted and/or For Sale, or any other type of information you would like to get out to the residents of our community. 
To post a notice on the bulletin board, please see the Caretaker to obtain the key.
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This fall the first phase of the planned expansion of the Boat Ramp took place to facilitate multiple vehicles unloading and loading of boats.

The information we received from Alberta Environment indicated we should be well below the levels needed to complete the entire boat launch in early October.

 As you can see from the attached graph below, we experienced a great deal of rain in September and as a result water levels were considerably higher.

The machinery we used can only reach 20 feet beyond the shoreline.  We were however able to complete 26 feet, giving us a total of 40 feet on new boat launch.  Unfortunately to make the new launch a “summer long” boat launch we need a total of 55 feet.  This may make boat launching in late July /early August difficult on the new ramp, but SeaDoo and other shallow draft watercraft will not have any trouble.

 Until the renovations currently underway on the Irrigation dam & cannel between Lake McGregor and Traverse and the works taking place on Lake McGregor are completed the water levels will remain abnormally high for at least the next 3 years..

Plastic pole dividers will be installed to assist users as to the delineation of the two ramp lanes so that 2 vehicles can navigate and unload simultaneously. 

Depending on the water level being maintained in the lake, it would be recommended that watercraft requiring additional depth to launch, utilize the north ramp until the extension is completed on the new ramp.

An update will be provided in the spring newsletter if the situation changes due to issues outside the control of the Board.
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Over the past year the Board, with assistance from the developer and Ray, has investigated the high rates of water use during the summer months.  Based on the investigations and data collected we do not believe that the water system has any major leaks.
Unfortunately, extrapolating current water use to when the Resort will be fully developed leads us to believe that the current water treatment plant may not have sufficient capacity.   Expanding the water treatment plant and/or adding additional water storage will be capital-intensive endeavors.
Treating lake water for domestic use causes the Condominium Corporation to incur considerable expenses for electricity, chemicals and water testing.  These costs are increasing and are contributing to the need for higher annual fees from Owners.
Irrigation appears to be a largest use of water.  For the Phase 1, 2, and 3A parks, the Phase 1 water front and the drip irrigation lines to the trees treated water is used for irrigation.   For the Phase 3B park and the Phase 3 water front irrigation (including the berm beside the boat dock parking lot) water is provided from the submersible pump that is installed each spring to the east of the Boat Dock.
The Board is investigating the capital costs required to utilize untreated lake water for more of the irrigation requirements to reduce the loading on the water treatment plant.  The Board is also investigating options to use the water treatment plant “back-wash” water for irrigation purposes.
Even if the above projects to reduce the amount of treated water used for irrigation are successful, the Board is still concerned that sufficient water treatment capacity may be exit in the future.  Despite the Board’s communications to Owner’s to reduce the amount of water used for irrigation, there are still some Owner’s who are using inappropriate amounts of treated water for irrigation on their lots.
Based on the success other municipalities have achieved in reducing water use, the Board has determined that a residential water meter program will be implemented at the Resort.  The program will have the following elements:
The Board will specify the standards for water meter installation, including the brand and size of meter to be installed.
Owners will be allowed to install their own meters, or have a specified contractor install for them.  The meter and installation costs will be borne by the Owner.
The meters will be read remotely from outside the cottage.  The meters will read annually (likely the first week of October) and each Owner will be provided with a generous annual water allotment.  If the Owner uses more than their allotment, a user fee will be imposed and added to the annual condo dues.
If an Owner chooses not to install a water meter, a surcharge will be applied to the annual condo dues.  The surcharge will be based on an assumed high annual water usage.
For Owner’s who elect to install a meter the annual allotment will be based on the expectation that a reasonable amount of irrigation is required, similar to a residential user in dry climates like Lethbridge or Medicine Hat.  For Owners who do not live year-round at the Resort, the annual allotment will be more than adequate with only water abusers paying an additional fee.
Please consider the above and bring your view to the Annual General Meeting.  The Board will provide an implementation plan over the next few months.  Meters installed prior to October 1, 2006 could be part of the new program for the 2007 fiscal year.
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The Resort Property Manager maintains the data base of the homeowners of the Resort.  To keep the community and homeowners informed of important issues and events at the Resort it is important to maintain an up to date listing of your phone #, current address, and if applicable, you email address.

Whenever possible, newsletters, notices, etc. will be e-mailed to the Owners in lieu of the postal service.

Again it is requested that if you have changed addresses, phones #s etc, it would be appreciated if you could forward the changes by mail, fax or email to Warren Lyckman at one of the following on the following page:


Change Of Address 
Or 
Contact Statistics


Mail: 		Braemore Management Ltd.
		#305, 220 – 3 Avenue South
		Lethbridge, Alberta, T1J 0G9
		Phone #	403-329-3777
Fax #		403-380-4358
Email:	braemore@telusplanet.net


Name:_____________________________________________________

Unit #:_____________________________________________________

New Address:_______________________________________________

New Phone #:________________________________________________

Email Address:_______________________________________________




		
LITTLE BOW RESORT 
OWNER LIST (by Owner) 
December 12th, 2005
	

164	Abt, Edward & Jessica	(403) 259-2075	
	55	Adams, Keith & Liane	(403) 569-9299	
	69	Ahlstrom, Penny & Kevin	(403) 242-6897	
	63	Baer, Debra & Daniel	(403) 258-3820	(403) 792-3392
	25	Baker, Ken & Marcia	(403) 272-9221	(403) 792-2499
	39	Beauchamp, Greg & Lorraine	(403) 625-4466	(403) 792-3635
	47	Bell, Warren & Donna	(403) 248-8147	(403) 792-3358
	187	Besse, Robert S. & Carole T.	(403) 275-3941	
	198	Bietz, Kathleen	(403) 271-6895	
	95	Blow, Ron & Jackie	(403) 241-6560	
	94	Bohn, Barry & Jeanne	(403) 278-6122	
	101	Bond, Shannon  & Bachor, Vernon,	(403) 277-3841	
	18	Brazier, Ronald & Gayle	(403) 934-2478	(403) 792-2120
	121	Brent Hooey & Lisa  Burgis,	(403) 289-0528	
	43	Broadbent, Keith & Ronna	(403) 320-5828	(403) 792-2485
	168	Brost, Leonard & Roberta	(403) 888-4093	(403) 781-5327
	175	Brown, Greg & Anne	(403) 295-1274	
	148	Brown, Wayne & Suzanne	(403) 792-3740	
	123	Burndred, Wayne & Connie	(403) 257-0371	
	102	Carroll, Len & Eunice	(403) 248-5573	(403) 792-2252
	155	Cestari, Wendy  & Bard, Neal,	(403) 276-9706	(403) 792-2100
	182	Chene, Stacey & Geoff	(403) 936-5750	
	201	Chorney, Christian & Andrea	(403) 256-9586	
	60	Clements, Ross & Colleen	(403) 257-1435	
	137	Cole, Kevin & Darcy	(403) 242-4714	
	108	Coleman, Dean & Colleen	(403) 288-4202	(403) 792-2493
	32	Connelly, Dave & Janice	(403) 792-3727	(403) 792-3727
	178	Conway, Brian W.	(403) 249-5836	(403) 792-2468
	83	Cooper, Larry & Kerry	(403) 861-7545	(403) 792-2234
	127	Cowan, Karen	(403) 257-4212	
	223	Culver, Eleanor & Brad	(403) 287-2149	
	103	Dalziel, Denise	(403) 932-6686	
	276	Darlington & Kary, James & Sheila	(403) 237-8830	
	159	Deang, Elizer & Minda	(403) 293-0982	
	12	Debortoli, Sil & Deborah	(403) 274-3867	
	42	DeGagne, Kevin & Marlene	(403) 259-5027	
	49	Dodge, Dorothy	(403) 242-7897	(403) 792-3348
	177	Dressler, Curtis & Nadine	(403) 255-7313	
	61	Dugdale, Dorothea	(403) 485-6613	
	139	Dugdale, Les & Lois	(403) 485-6894	(403) 792-3312
	13	Dugdale, Les & Lois	(403) 485-6894	
	62	Duguid, Alan  & Farrant, Sylvia,	(403) 240-3879	(403) 792-2405
	107	Edgar, Brian  &  Knight, Cheryl,	(403) 720-4756	
	119	Endicott, Dennis & Joanne	(403) 271-3764	
	27	Erickson, David & Cathy	(403) 236-2505	(403) 792-2122
	56	Erickson, William & Joyce	(403) 281-0179	
	92	Evans, Brenda & Doug	(403) 254-0429	(403) 792-2145
	35	Evans, Casey B.	(403) 256-0479	
	38	Falle, Sean	(403) 285-8566	
	57	Farrar, Paul & Noreen	(403) 259-3895	(403) 792-3339
	285	Fong, Kam	(403) 616-1307	
	273	Foote, Bryan & Linda	(403) 223-8628	
	142	Francoeur, Jason & Christine	(403) 244-0287	
	120	Fraser, Robert & Lynn	(403) 279-5906	
	74	Garlock, Ken & Toni	(403) 580-5899	
	117	Geisler, Michael & Cathy	(403) 762-9404	
	166	Gibbs, Lori & Michael	(403) 225-1093	
	275	Gilbert, Ian & Donna	(403) 257-2755	
	205	Girling, Jim & Linda	(403) 236-4101	
	59	Girvitz, Brian & Heather	(403) 242-2052	(403) 792-3935
	67	Girvitz, Ron & Tara	(403) 245-8973	
	230	Gosselin & Natalie LePage, Eric	(403) 720-2044	
	144	Gottenberg, Don & Laurie	(403) 485-6924	(403) 792-2113
	193	Gourley, Barbara & Andrew	(403) 229-1166	
	288	Gouw/Bligh, Jason/Heather	(403) 862-5119	
	211	Gramblicka, Brenda	(403) 291-2594	
	51	Gramblicka, Tony & Brenda	(403) 272-5680	(403) 792-3377
	156	Grant, Dwayne &  O'Donoghue, Maureen,	(403) 286-3922	
	93	Grant, Terrance & Susan	(403) 934-4227	
	236	Green, Brian & Irene	(403) 652-4958	
	113	Grieve, Gordon & Sarah	(403) 295-4502	
	65	Gunderson, Darren & Carolyn	(403) 277-4421	(403) 792-2441
	219	Haight, Fred & Anne	(403) 762-2057	
	23	Hall, Jim & Elfie	(403) 792-3384	(403) 792-3384
	283	Hansen, Dale & Murdoff, Audra,	(403) 685-0330	
	153	Harasym, Les & Lorri	(403) 934-2767	
	196	Hartell, Wace & Amanda	(403) 934-3698	
	48	Hatcher, Jack (John) & Kim	(403) 288-6618	(403) 792-3387
	26	Herman, Ken & Joan	(403) 281-9140	
	70	Herrmann, Peter & Michelle	(403) 271-3392	
	68	Hildebrand, Dale	(403) 244-1542	
	50	Hill, Laird & Anna	(403) 272-1443	(403) 792-3324
	87	Hillaby, Kevin & Melanie	(403) 792-2404	
	73	Hillaby, Kevin & Melanie	(403) 792-2404	
	207	Hillaby, Kevin & Melanie	(403) 792-2404	
	180	Hillaby, Kevin & Melanie	(403) 792-2404	
	44	HIQ Capital Corp & 911715 AB Ltd.,	(403) 716-1451	
	190	Hjorleifson, Brian & Charlene	(403) 720-5120	
	172	Hodal, Jon & Tracy	(403) 590-2879	
	33	Holding, Don & Karen	(403) 247-8787	(403) 792-2424
	111	Hudson, David & Laura	(403) 281-6692	(403) 792-2131
	176	Imbeau, Richard & Tracy	(403) 204-1587	
	75	Isley, Gerry & Jean	(403) 936-5547	
	208	Jackson, James & Carroll	(403) 684-3612	
	115	James, Gregory & Gale	(403) 201-7944	
	29	Johnston, Andrew	(403) 860-3829	(403) 792-3902
	203	Johnston, Jeffrey & Karmelle	(403) 829-5385	
	184	Jolly, Robert & Janice	(403) 201-4137	
	221	Jordan, Victor & Kirsten	(403) 241-7331	
	96	Kapiczowski, Mark & Lori	(403) 238-1117	
	157	Kendall, Ross  &  Kostinoff, Zeena,	(403) 995-5559	
	46	Kester, Lorne & Lyn	(403) 317-3091	(403) 792-2345
	000	Kienlen & Homan, Ray & Verna	(403) 792-2169	(403) 792-2169
	84	Kilbach, Robert & Mary	(403) 256-6923	(403) 792-3330
	114	King, Calvin & Lynda	(403) 281-0424	(403) 792-3622
	31	Kirzinger, Murray & Kathleen	(403) 249-5783	
	36	Kivlehan, Simon & Sandy	(403) 901-0850	
	252	Klassen, Joe & Theresa	(403) 242-8967	
	181	Kormos, Michael & Wiemken-Kormos, Lori,	(403) 201-4249	
	34	Laing, Colin & Sandra	(403) 246-0169	(403) 792-3651
	15	Larkam, Randy & Cathy	(403) 257-5499	(403) 792-2400
	97	Lassonde, Richard & Linda	(403) 286-9874	
	116	Laycock, Glenn & Debbie	(403) 677-2226	
	11	Laycraft, Darryl & Camile	(403) 652-5734	
	232	Leal, Lyn &  Archdekin, Peter,	(403) 936-4591	
	224	Leech, Dwayne & Debbie	(403) 395-3936	
	243	Lenz, Gordon & Melody	(403) 288-8603	
	98	Letourneau, Larry & Pat	(403) 202-2181	
	217	LeVoir, Keith & Susanne	(403) 938-2354	(403) 792-2348
	0	Little Bow Resort Inc.,	(403) 485-6924	
	237	Loughery, Gary & Trena	(403) 938-3677	
	14	Lucas, Darrol & Susan	(403) 236-3992	(403) 792-3616
	195	MacDougall, Bill & Audrey	(403) 607-1813	
	110	MacKenzie, Bruce & Diane	(403) 290-5229	
	81	MacKinnon, Jim & Danielle	(403) 225-1886	(403) 792-3979
	197	Mackintosh, Sonya & Lachlan	(403) 938-3369	
	284	Maddigan, Gregory & Shirley	(403) 226-1771	
	170	Madell, Garret & Wendy	(403) 257-0120	(403) 792-3693
	188	Maltais, Alan & Jacqueline	(403) 235-1144	
	171	Marinucci, David & Karen	(403) 547-4929	
	85	Martin, Steven & Rhonda	(403) 248-9042	
	52	Massey, Norm & Diane	(403) 280-3674	
	100	Mckibbon, James & Susan	(403) 246-8738	
	138	McLaren, Theresa	(403) 934-3936	
	191	McMahon, Corinna J.	(403) 286-3916	
	194	McMillan, Orlin/1103289 AB Inc. (C),	(403) 254-0881	
	231	Meents, Ken & Joanne	(403) 210-2079	
	41	Merkel, Darrin & Lydia	(403) 277-8262	
	125	Mersereau, Brent & Bonnie	(403) 254-5725	
	28	Messner, Mona & Olorenshaw, Dave,	(403) 792-3371	
	30	Moore, Andrew & Rachel	(403) 246-5951	
	165	Morris, Walter & Audrey	(403) 257-1962	
	167	Muenchrath, Gordon & Marjorie	(403) 698-9027	
	242	Nessler, Reinhard & Janice	(403) 254-6687	
	233	Nguyen, Ken & Binh	(403) 236-4382	
	64	Nguyen, Maihoa & Tai	(403) 279-5051	(403) 792-3994
	152	Normandeau, Ronald & Kendra	(403) 280-9010	(403) 792-3337
	21	Obroucka, Jan  & Bennett, Karen,	(403) 276-9032	
	145	Odland, Peter & Joyce	(403) 223-5955	(403) 792-3999
	277	Pancheshen, Gerald & Kristi	(403) 381-3627	
	143	Paquette, Wayne & Leslee	(403) 272-5646	
	53	Perron, Ray & Lynn	(403) 328-6728	(403) 792-2440
	192	Platz, Donna & Melvin	(403) 273-2224	
	91	Potman, Jack  & Wilson, Christie,	(403) 762-2874	
	289	Pusch, Robert  & Galloway, Micheline,	(403) 217-5388	
	234	Pusch, Shari & Bill	(403) 932-5706	
	151	Pylypiuk, John & Sheila	(403) 328-4889	(403) 792-3717
	45	Raffan, Gerald & Thomson, Tamme,	(403) 258-2216	
	186	Reagan, Loren & Laura	(403) 201-7113	
	154	Redekop, Jack & Tannis	(403) 271-7970	(403) 792-2393
	37	Reid, Darren  & Avis, Perry,	(403) 256-6128	
	10	Reid/Perry, Derek/Lorraine	(403) 251-6026	(403) 792-2391
	17	Ritter, James & Korinne	(403) 938-7461	(403) 792-2134
	19	Rodych, Ken & Laurelle	(403) 281-9053	
	80	Rosenau, Lyle & Sheila	(403) 317-7244	
	22	Rourke, Robert & Rose	(403) 938-2419	(403) 792-2470
	105	Rowe, David & Tracy	(403) 730-8677	
	82	Salsauler, Murray & Joyce	(403) 792-2414	
	77	Saunderson, Doreen & Hildebrand, Dale,	(403) 244-1542	(403) 792-3390
	126	Scott, Brian & Glenise	(403) 253-7913	(403) 792-2143
	20	Scott, Murray & Millie	(403) 280-5936	(403) 792-3770
	183	Sheehan, Lorn & Katherine	(403) 241-8264	
	40	Sholan, Cheryl & Cornell	(403) 792-2112	(403) 792-2112
	206	Sillito, Gayle & Brad	(403) 257-5962	
	209	Simpson, Rosemary	(403) 246-9279	
	254	Sisson, Frank & Lorraine		
	210	Smith, Dennis & Lynne	(403) 281-5495	
	162	Smith, Laurie & Joyceanne	(403) 275-3013	(403) 792-3956
	76	Smith, Ross & Val	(403) 278-2954	(403) 792-3346
	228	Smith, Ross & Valorie	(403) 278-2954	
	88	Snell, Gordon	(403) 246-3355	
	158	Snell, Mike & Wanda	(403) 228-0590	
	79	Sorensen, Pierrette	(403) 271-7803	(403) 792-3350
	104	Spring, Robert & Linda	(403) 547-7856	
	72	Stapleton, Jim & Gwen	(403) 278-1806	(403) 792-3309
	124	Stead, Rodney & Terry	(403) 934-2146	
	9	Steer, Peter & Patricia	(403) 652-1659	
	112	Stokes, Clayton & Amanda	(403) 792-3918	
	122	Stolz, Paul & Candice	(403) 248-9637	
	89	Sutton, Ken & Shannon	(403) 280-6767	
	128	Tahmazian, Peter & Stegeman, Marco,	(403) 251-9878	(403) 792-3703
	274	Tarnowski, Brian & Terrie	(403) 236-9307	(403) 792-2211
	173	Taylor, Tom  & Hawkins, Jane,	(403) 640-0103	(403) 792-3991
	200	Thomas, Richard & Cynthia	(403) 236-2542	
	146	Thomas, Robert & Marilyn	(403) 328-1688	
	218	Tolg, Lisa G.	(403) 279-9054	(403) 792-2286
	160	Tony Yip Enterprises Ltd,	(403) 285-3322	
	8	Uhrich, Ian & Joan	(403) 938-6966	(403) 792-3755
	118	Villatoro, Luis & Nereida	(403) 272-4054	
	16	Wandler, Bernie & Belinda	(403) 279-8985	(403) 792-3900
	86	Warltier, Derek	(403) 239-7193	
	174	Warrack, Kelly  & Hawkins, Maureen,	(403) 720-3990	(403) 792-3991
	140	Watkins, Russ & Sharon	(403) 201-3536	(403) 792-2463
	229	Watkins, Russel & Sharon	(403) 201-3536	
	54	Weber, Josh		
	286	Weber, Joshua	(403) 650-2818	
	141	Weisbrot, Dana	(250) 248-5096	(403) 792-3344
	58	Wesley, John	(403) 245-4513	
	199	Westmore, Kathleen	(403) 201-2449	
	227	White, T. Cam & Janet	(403) 271-7271	(403) 792-2271
	287	Whitman, William & Sandra	(403) 932-0675	
	163	Whyte, Patrick & Maureen	(403) 293-9224	
	202	Wilford, Perry & Corinne	(403) 279-6714	
	226	Wilkins, Julie & Mike	(403) 327-6468	
	99	Willerth, Eric & Tammy	(403) 208-6933	
	222	Williams, Ronald & Janet	(403) 271-1070	
	106	Williamson, Jason & Carrie	(403) 938-9500	
	66	Wong, David	(403) 295-9629	
	204	Woodman, Miles & Marcia	(403) 327-5856	
	241	Wurz, Zacharias & Collette	(403) 362-7398	
	109	Zahn, Corey & Carol	(403) 239-9838	(403) 792-3308
	189	Zimmer, Dale	(780) 672-5759	
	185	Zimmer, Dale	(780) 672-5759	
	

























































LITTLE BOW RESORT 
Owner List (by Unit #) 
December 12th, 2005 

	000	Kienlen & Homan, Ray & Verna	(403) 792-2169	(403) 792-2169
	0	Little Bow Resort Inc.,	(403) 485-6924	
	8	Uhrich, Ian & Joan	(403) 938-6966	(403) 792-3755
	9	Steer, Peter & Patricia	(403) 652-1659	
	10	Reid/Perry, Derek/Lorraine	(403) 251-6026	(403) 792-2391
	11	Laycraft, Darryl & Camile	(403) 652-5734	
	12	Debortoli, Sil & Deborah	(403) 274-3867	
	13	Dugdale, Les & Lois	(403) 485-6894	
	14	Lucas, Darrol & Susan	(403) 236-3992	(403) 792-3616
	15	Larkam, Randy & Cathy	(403) 257-5499	(403) 792-2400
	16	Wandler, Bernie & Belinda	(403) 279-8985	(403) 792-3900
	17	Ritter, James & Korinne	(403) 938-7461	(403) 792-2134
	18	Brazier, Ronald & Gayle	(403) 934-2478	(403) 792-2120
	19	Rodych, Ken & Laurelle	(403) 281-9053	
	20	Scott, Murray & Millie	(403) 280-5936	(403) 792-3770
	21	Obroucka, Jan  & Bennett, Karen,	(403) 276-9032	
	22	Rourke, Robert & Rose	(403) 938-2419	(403) 792-2470
	23	Hall, Jim & Elfie	(403) 792-3384	(403) 792-3384
	25	Baker, Ken & Marcia	(403) 272-9221	(403) 792-2499
	26	Herman, Ken & Joan	(403) 281-9140	
	27	Erickson, David & Cathy	(403) 236-2505	(403) 792-2122
	28	Messner, Mona & Olorenshaw, Dave,	(403) 792-3371	
	29	Johnston, Andrew	(403) 860-3829	(403) 792-3902
	30	Moore, Andrew & Rachel	(403) 246-5951	
	31	Kirzinger, Murray & Kathleen	(403) 249-5783	
	32	Connelly, Dave & Janice	(403) 792-3727	(403) 792-3727
	33	Holding, Don & Karen	(403) 247-8787	(403) 792-2424
	34	Laing, Colin & Sandra	(403) 246-0169	(403) 792-3651
	35	Evans, Casey B.	(403) 256-0479	
	36	Kivlehan, Simon & Sandy	(403) 901-0850	
	37	Reid, Darren  & Avis, Perry,	(403) 256-6128	
	38	Falle, Sean	(403) 285-8566	
	39	Beauchamp, Greg & Lorraine	(403) 625-4466	(403) 792-3635
	40	Sholan, Cheryl & Cornell	(403) 792-2112	(403) 792-2112
	41	Merkel, Darrin & Lydia	(403) 277-8262	
	42	DeGagne, Kevin & Marlene	(403) 259-5027	
	43	Broadbent, Keith & Ronna	(403) 320-5828	(403) 792-2485
	44	HIQ Capital Corp & 911715 AB Ltd.,	(403) 716-1451	
	45	Raffan, Gerald & Thomson, Tamme,	(403) 258-2216	
	46	Kester, Lorne & Lyn	(403) 317-3091	(403) 792-2345
	47	Bell, Warren & Donna	(403) 248-8147	(403) 792-3358
	48	Hatcher, Jack (John) & Kim	(403) 288-6618	(403) 792-3387
	49	Dodge, Dorothy	(403) 242-7897	(403) 792-3348
	50	Hill, Laird & Anna	(403) 272-1443	(403) 792-3324
	51	Gramblicka, Tony & Brenda	(403) 272-5680	(403) 792-3377
	52	Massey, Norm & Diane	(403) 280-3674	
	53	Perron, Ray & Lynn	(403) 328-6728	(403) 792-2440
	54	Weber, Josh		
	55	Adams, Keith & Liane	(403) 569-9299	
	56	Erickson, William & Joyce	(403) 281-0179	
	57	Farrar, Paul & Noreen	(403) 259-3895	(403) 792-3339
	58	Wesley, John	(403) 245-4513	
	59	Girvitz, Brian & Heather	(403) 242-2052	(403) 792-3935
	60	Clements, Ross & Colleen	(403) 257-1435	
	61	Dugdale, Dorothea	(403) 485-6613	
	62	Duguid, Alan  & Farrant, Sylvia,	(403) 240-3879	(403) 792-2405
	63	Baer, Debra & Daniel	(403) 258-3820	(403) 792-3392
	64	Nguyen, Maihoa & Tai	(403) 279-5051	(403) 792-3994
	65	Gunderson, Darren & Carolyn	(403) 277-4421	(403) 792-2441
	66	Wong, David	(403) 295-9629	
	67	Girvitz, Ron & Tara	(403) 245-8973	
	68	Hildebrand, Dale	(403) 244-1542	
	69	Ahlstrom, Penny & Kevin	(403) 242-6897	
	70	Herrmann, Peter & Michelle	(403) 271-3392	
	72	Stapleton, Jim & Gwen	(403) 278-1806	(403) 792-3309
	73	Hillaby, Kevin & Melanie	(403) 792-2404	
	74	Garlock, Ken & Toni	(403) 580-5899	
	75	Isley, Gerry & Jean	(403) 936-5547	
	76	Smith, Ross & Val	(403) 278-2954	(403) 792-3346
	77	Saunderson, Doreen & Hildebrand, Dale,	(403) 244-1542	(403) 792-3390
	79	Sorensen, Pierrette	(403) 271-7803	(403) 792-3350
	80	Rosenau, Lyle & Sheila	(403) 317-7244	
	81	MacKinnon, Jim & Danielle	(403) 225-1886	(403) 792-3979
	82	Salsauler, Murray & Joyce	(403) 792-2414	
	83	Cooper, Larry & Kerry	(403) 861-7545	(403) 792-2234
	84	Kilbach, Robert & Mary	(403) 256-6923	(403) 792-3330
	85	Martin, Steven & Rhonda	(403) 248-9042	
	86	Warltier, Derek	(403) 239-7193	
	87	Hillaby, Kevin & Melanie	(403) 792-2404	
	88	Snell, Gordon	(403) 246-3355	
	89	Sutton, Ken & Shannon	(403) 280-6767	
	91	Potman, Jack  & Wilson, Christie,	(403) 762-2874	
	92	Evans, Brenda & Doug	(403) 254-0429	(403) 792-2145
	93	Grant, Terrance & Susan	(403) 934-4227	
	94	Bohn, Barry & Jeanne	(403) 278-6122	
	95	Blow, Ron & Jackie	(403) 241-6560	
	96	Kapiczowski, Mark & Lori	(403) 238-1117	
	97	Lassonde, Richard & Linda	(403) 286-9874	
	98	Letourneau, Larry & Pat	(403) 202-2181	
	99	Willerth, Eric & Tammy	(403) 208-6933	
	100	Mckibbon, James & Susan	(403) 246-8738	
	101	Bond, Shannon  & Bachor, Vernon,	(403) 277-3841	
	102	Carroll, Len & Eunice	(403) 248-5573	(403) 792-2252
	103	Dalziel, Denise	(403) 932-6686	
	104	Spring, Robert & Linda	(403) 547-7856	
	105	Rowe, David & Tracy	(403) 730-8677	
	106	Williamson, Jason & Carrie	(403) 938-9500	
	107	Edgar, Brian  &  Knight, Cheryl,	(403) 720-4756	
	108	Coleman, Dean & Colleen	(403) 288-4202	(403) 792-2493
	109	Zahn, Corey & Carol	(403) 239-9838	(403) 792-3308
	110	MacKenzie, Bruce & Diane	(403) 290-5229	
	111	Hudson, David & Laura	(403) 281-6692	(403) 792-2131
	112	Stokes, Clayton & Amanda	(403) 792-3918	
	113	Grieve, Gordon & Sarah	(403) 295-4502	
	114	King, Calvin & Lynda	(403) 281-0424	(403) 792-3622
	115	James, Gregory & Gale	(403) 201-7944	
	116	Laycock, Glenn & Debbie	(403) 677-2226	
	117	Geisler, Michael & Cathy	(403) 762-9404	
	118	Villatoro, Luis & Nereida	(403) 272-4054	
	119	Endicott, Dennis & Joanne	(403) 271-3764	
	120	Fraser, Robert & Lynn	(403) 279-5906	
	121	Brent Hooey & Lisa  Burgis,	(403) 289-0528	
	122	Stolz, Paul & Candice	(403) 248-9637	
	123	Burndred, Wayne & Connie	(403) 257-0371	
	124	Stead, Rodney & Terry	(403) 934-2146	
	125	Mersereau, Brent & Bonnie	(403) 254-5725	
	126	Scott, Brian & Glenise	(403) 253-7913	(403) 792-2143
	127	Cowan, Karen	(403) 257-4212	
	128	Tahmazian, Peter & Stegeman, Marco,	(403) 251-9878	(403) 792-3703
	137	Cole, Kevin & Darcy	(403) 242-4714	
	138	McLaren, Theresa	(403) 934-3936	
	139	Dugdale, Les & Lois	(403) 485-6894	(403) 792-3312
	140	Watkins, Russ & Sharon	(403) 201-3536	(403) 792-2463
	141	Weisbrot, Dana	(250) 248-5096	(403) 792-3344
	142	Francoeur, Jason & Christine	(403) 244-0287	
	143	Paquette, Wayne & Leslee	(403) 272-5646	
	144	Gottenberg, Don & Laurie	(403) 485-6924	(403) 792-2113
	145	Odland, Peter & Joyce	(403) 223-5955	(403) 792-3999
	146	Thomas, Robert & Marilyn	(403) 328-1688	
	148	Brown, Wayne & Suzanne	(403) 792-3740	
	151	Pylypiuk, John & Sheila	(403) 328-4889	(403) 792-3717
	152	Normandeau, Ronald & Kendra	(403) 280-9010	(403) 792-3337
	153	Harasym, Les & Lorri	(403) 934-2767	
	154	Redekop, Jack & Tannis	(403) 271-7970	(403) 792-2393
	155	Cestari, Wendy  & Bard, Neal,	(403) 276-9706	(403) 792-2100
	156	Grant, Dwayne &  O'Donoghue, Maureen,	(403) 286-3922	
	157	Kendall, Ross  &  Kostinoff, Zeena,	(403) 995-5559	
	158	Snell, Mike & Wanda	(403) 228-0590	
	159	Deang, Elizer & Minda	(403) 293-0982	
	160	Tony Yip Enterprises Ltd,	(403) 285-3322	
	162	Smith, Laurie & Joyceanne	(403) 275-3013	(403) 792-3956
	163	Whyte, Patrick & Maureen	(403) 293-9224	
	164	Abt, Edward & Jessica	(403) 259-2075	
	165	Morris, Walter & Audrey	(403) 257-1962	
	166	Gibbs, Lori & Michael	(403) 225-1093	
	167	Muenchrath, Gordon & Marjorie	(403) 698-9027	
	168	Brost, Leonard & Roberta	(403) 888-4093	(403) 781-5327
	170	Madell, Garret & Wendy	(403) 257-0120	(403) 792-3693
	171	Marinucci, David & Karen	(403) 547-4929	
	172	Hodal, Jon & Tracy	(403) 590-2879	
	173	Taylor, Tom  & Hawkins, Jane,	(403) 640-0103	(403) 792-3991
	174	Warrack, Kelly  & Hawkins, Maureen,	(403) 720-3990	(403) 792-3991
	175	Brown, Greg & Anne	(403) 295-1274	
	176	Imbeau, Richard & Tracy	(403) 204-1587	
	177	Dressler, Curtis & Nadine	(403) 255-7313	
	178	Conway, Brian W.	(403) 249-5836	(403) 792-2468
	180	Hillaby, Kevin & Melanie	(403) 792-2404	
	181	Kormos, Michael & Wiemken-Kormos, Lori,	(403) 201-4249	
	182	Chene, Stacey & Geoff	(403) 936-5750	
	183	Sheehan, Lorn & Katherine	(403) 241-8264	
	184	Jolly, Robert & Janice	(403) 201-4137	
	185	Zimmer, Dale	(780) 672-5759	
	186	Reagan, Loren & Laura	(403) 201-7113	
	187	Besse, Robert S. & Carole T.	(403) 275-3941	
	188	Maltais, Alan & Jacqueline	(403) 235-1144	
	189	Zimmer, Dale	(780) 672-5759	
	190	Hjorleifson, Brian & Charlene	(403) 720-5120	
	191	McMahon, Corinna J.	(403) 286-3916	
	192	Platz, Donna & Melvin	(403) 273-2224	
	193	Gourley, Barbara & Andrew	(403) 229-1166	
	194	McMillan, Orlin/1103289 AB Inc. (C),	(403) 254-0881	
	195	MacDougall, Bill & Audrey	(403) 607-1813	
	196	Hartell, Wace & Amanda	(403) 934-3698	
	197	Mackintosh, Sonya & Lachlan	(403) 938-3369	
	198	Bietz, Kathleen	(403) 271-6895	
	199	Westmore, Kathleen	(403) 201-2449	
	200	Thomas, Richard & Cynthia	(403) 236-2542	
	201	Chorney, Christian & Andrea	(403) 256-9586	
	202	Wilford, Perry & Corinne	(403) 279-6714	
	203	Johnston, Jeffrey & Karmelle	(403) 829-5385	
	204	Woodman, Miles & Marcia	(403) 327-5856	
	205	Girling, Jim & Linda	(403) 236-4101	
	206	Sillito, Gayle & Brad	(403) 257-5962	
	207	Hillaby, Kevin & Melanie	(403) 792-2404	
	208	Jackson, James & Carroll	(403) 684-3612	
	209	Simpson, Rosemary	(403) 246-9279	
	210	Smith, Dennis & Lynne	(403) 281-5495	
	211	Gramblicka, Brenda	(403) 291-2594	
	217	LeVoir, Keith & Susanne	(403) 938-2354	(403) 792-2348
	218	Tolg, Lisa G.	(403) 279-9054	(403) 792-2286
	219	Haight, Fred & Anne	(403) 762-2057	
	221	Jordan, Victor & Kirsten	(403) 241-7331	
	222	Williams, Ronald & Janet	(403) 271-1070	
	223	Culver, Eleanor & Brad	(403) 287-2149	
	224	Leech, Dwayne & Debbie	(403) 395-3936	
	226	Wilkins, Julie & Mike	(403) 327-6468	
	227	White, T. Cam & Janet	(403) 271-7271	(403) 792-2271
	228	Smith, Ross & Valorie	(403) 278-2954	
	229	Watkins, Russel & Sharon	(403) 201-3536	
	230	Gosselin & Natalie LePage, Eric	(403) 720-2044	
	231	Meents, Ken & Joanne	(403) 210-2079	
	232	Leal, Lyn &  Archdekin, Peter,	(403) 936-4591	
	233	Nguyen, Ken & Binh	(403) 236-4382	
	234	Pusch, Shari & Bill	(403) 932-5706	
	236	Green, Brian & Irene	(403) 652-4958	
	237	Loughery, Gary & Trena	(403) 938-3677	
	241	Wurz, Zacharias & Collette	(403) 362-7398	
	242	Nessler, Reinhard & Janice	(403) 254-6687	
	243	Lenz, Gordon & Melody	(403) 288-8603	
	252	Klassen, Joe & Theresa	(403) 242-8967	
	254	Sisson, Frank & Lorraine		
	273	Foote, Bryan & Linda	(403) 223-8628	
	274	Tarnowski, Brian & Terrie	(403) 236-9307	(403) 792-2211
	275	Gilbert, Ian & Donna	(403) 257-2755	
	276	Darlington & Kary, James & Sheila	(403) 237-8830	
	277	Pancheshen, Gerald & Kristi	(403) 381-3627	
	283	Hansen, Dale & Murdoff, Audra,	(403) 685-0330	
	284	Maddigan, Gregory & Shirley	(403) 226-1771	
	285	Fong, Kam	(403) 616-1307	
	286	Weber, Joshua	(403) 650-2818	
	287	Whitman, William & Sandra	(403) 932-0675	
	288	Gouw/Bligh, Jason/Heather	(403) 862-5119	
	289	Pusch, Robert  & Galloway, Micheline,	(403) 217-5388	
	


